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Telecommunication

EXPERIENCE

Our Telecommunication team will support and
guide you through the rapidly changing environment
of markets and help you to evaluate risks as well as
opportunities.
We offer our clients services in the following areas:














Licensing and permits;
Regulatory;
Property acquisition and registration;
Finance and leasing;
Taxation, customs and transfer pricing;
Corporate structuring;
Registration of legal entities;
Drafting and negotiating commercial
agreements;
Labour;
Advising on environmental law issues;
Dispute resolution and mediation;
Insolvency and restructuring;
Legal structuring of complex projects and
much more.
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EXPERIENCE
KAZAKHSTAN


Advising the world's largest telecommunications
company headquartered in China on establishing
their legal presence in Kazakhstan, including
licencing,
corporate
structuring
and
asset
acquisition;



Advising a group of Middle Eastern investors on
acquisition
of
shares
in
a
Kazakhstani
telecommunications company, including due
diligence, corporate structuring, regulatory and
licencing advice;



Due diligence of a major mobile phone operator of
Azerbaijan prior to the acquisition of a
facility;



Advising one of the leading producers of mobile
phones on antitrust and customer protection issues
in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Azerbaijan;

Providing
regulations
company;



Advising an international Chinese company, a
manufacturer of telecommunications equipment and
systems, (branch office in Baku) on employment
contracts;





Advising a major international telecommunications company on customs law and legal support
for customs audit.

AZERBAIJAN

legal
to a

advice on
IP Telephony
Chinese investment holding



Advising the largest telecommunications company
in Kazakhstan on public listing of shares, including
legal due diligence;



Due diligence of a Kazakhstani mobile phone
operator as a part of an M&A transaction with a
focus on the permits of state agencies of Kazakhstan;



Advising
a
Swedish
equipment company on
equipment;



Advising a leading world provider of new
generation
telecommunications
networks
on
corporate restructuring;



Advising the main American cable and satellite TV
channel on licencing matters;



Providing legal services on various matters to a
German multinational software corporation;



Advising Caspian SAT Company on matters of
obtaining a licence;



Advising
a
leading
global
provider
of
telecommunications equipment on tax issues in a
proposed consortium with another company;

telecommunications
the import of IT



Advising
a
leading
global
provider
of
telecommunications equipment on enforcement of
arbitration awards in the territory of Kazakhstan;



Advising SAP company (through SAP AZ LLC) on
various legal matters, including contracts, tax and
customs law;



Advising a major supplier of telecommunications
equipment on risks, related to contracts with
offshore companies;





Advising
an
international
supplier
of
telecommunications equipment and mobile phones
on enforcement procedures, related to resolving
international trade disputes in Kazakhstan;

Providing legal support to a leading world company
that developed the electronic platform for drivers
and passengers in corporate, tax, and financial legal
matters.
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Advising
a
telecommunications
company,
implementing a project in the territory of
Kazakhstan on matters related to the legal status of
optical cables in accordance with Kazakhstan law;

Telecommunication

BELARUS


Providing legal support to an Austrian data
processing company in the process of participating
in tender proceedings, participation in negotiating
the contract terms and analysis of certain aspects of
its implementation from the legal point of view;

EXPERIENCE



Advising a Belarusian IT company on matters of
entering the Israeli market;



Providing
legal
support
to a Belarusian IT
company of Israeli origin in the course of project
implementation for organising a communications
system with a single point of access in
Belarus;



Advising the Belarusian subsidiary of a US-based IT
company producing fitness wearable devices on
registration
of
subsidiary,
development
of
commercial secrets protection framework, drafting
software development agreements, advising on
matters of assigning rights to software;



Representing a leading world company that
developed the electronic platform for drivers and
passengers on legal and government relations on
entering the Belarusian market;



Advising one of the world's leading producers of
networking and telecommunications equipment.
Drafting a legal opinion on fulfilment of the contract
for providing engineering services, drafting
guarantee agreement, conducting a legal analysis of
labour relations and developing a plan for
minimising risks of legislation violation in
this sphere;



Advising the Minsk office of a German
company on the issues of cooperation with the
Belarusian office developing software products and
issues of transfer of rights to the developed software.

GEORGIA


Providing services to Mediapro Georgia Ltd on
implementation of the Mobile Number Portability
Project in Georgia;



Representing one of the local telecommunications
companies in a tax dispute.

KYRGYZSTAN


Advising a global telecommunications company on
acquiring frequency licences of a local GSM mobile
operator. Due diligence of a local GSM mobile
operator;



Advising a major local mobile operator on
structuring of its subsidiary and transfer of rights to
land plots;



Advising a global telecommunications operator on
personal data privacy regulation;



Advising a British telecommunications company on
potential acquisition of a major local GSM mobile
operator. Due diligence of local GSM mobile
operator;



Advising the largest Dutch telecommunications
company on matters related to roaming and data
protection in Kyrgyzstan.

POLAND


Drafting
commercial
documents,
including
confidentiality and privacy policy for the e-platform
of an innovative multi-brand loyalty programme in
Poland;



Advising a major mobile phone service provider in
the process of negotiating contracts with 3 out of 4
major Polish telecom operators (Orange, Play,
Polkomtel - Plus);



Advising a multinational insurance company and its
Swedish branch on entering onto the Polish market
and establishing cooperation with one of the major
telecommunications companies on the Polish
market.

THE CZECH REPUBLIC


Providing legal services to a large company which
provides mobile payments on the Czech market;



Supporting a company during its expansion to
foreign markets;



Participating in a project for entering into contracts
using mobile applications;



Providing legal support to Impact Hub Company advising on projects in mobile applications.
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EXPERIENCE

RUSSIA






Successful representing the interests of a Russian
subsidiary of one of the major global entertainment
channels in a series of disputes on enforcement and
recovery of debt under the licence agreements with
cable operators for the amount of over RUB 60
million;
Protecting the interests of Housing Cooperative
“Kropotkina 108" in a dispute against the
competition authority and the largest Russian
telecom operator - MTS. The Russian Supreme Court
cancelled the judicial acts of three arbitration
instances. This Supreme Court precedent stopped
the practice of prosecution of housing cooperatives
throughout Russia;
Successfully protecting the interests of Tayga info,
one of the leading information and analytical
Internet resources of the Siberian region in the
dispute initiated by Zhilfond, the largest regional
real estate agency for protection of
business
reputation in connection with an article placed on
the website;



Advising a well-known investor and public figure in
a dispute against NGS-News online news-channel
related to the protection of honour, dignity and
business reputation, retraction of the information
disseminated in the article on the NGS website, and
for collection of compensation for moral harm. The
judgment was passed in favour of the client;



Providing comprehensive advice to SEO Agency of
Internet Marketing - YAL Studio on business issues,
analysis and drafting of contracts, representation in
litigation related to the activities of the agency.



Advising a major local mobile phone operator on
tariff for incoming international transit traffic;



Due diligence of a major local mobile phone
operator;



Advising the largest Dutch telecommunications
company on matters, related to roaming and data
protection.

UZBEKISTAN


Advising a Sweden-based mobile communications
operator on issues related to licensing 3G networks
in Uzbekistan and transfer, storage, processing and
disclosure of professional and private information
about its local subsidiary employees;



Advising a Chinese telecommunications equipment
manufacturer on matters of mandatory installation
and maintenance of SOIM (system for operative and
investigative activities) at mobile communications
networks of local operators;



Advising and ensuring compliance with local antimonopoly legislation, including obtaining the
authorisation of the state anti-monopoly committee,
on sale by a Japanese telecommunications company
of its 24% interest in the company, holding 26% of
the market (wired Internet) and its 49% interest in a
Company holding 70% of the market (wireless
Internet);



Advising a European telecommunications company
on matters of telecommunications licencing,
specifically, designing, building and operating data
transmission networks;



Advising a Chinese telecommunications corporation
on matters related to obtaining a permit to use
certain radio frequencies for the company's internal
purposes;



Advising a leading Chinese telecommunications
company on matters related to obtaining the permits
for the import, sale and operation of certain types of

TAJIKISTAN
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Advising a Swedish telecommunications company
on share purchase transaction and antitrust
clearance;
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EXPERIENCE



telecommunications
equipment
by
mobile
operators, including providing practical assistance in
obtaining
permits
from
the
Centre
for
Electromagnetic Compatibility of Devices to import
certain types of devices into Uzbekistan;

For 25 years, GRATA International has collaborated
with international and local companies in all sectors of
the economy, contributing to the organisation and the
success of their activities in the Asian and European
regions.

Consulting with the consortium of Japanese and
Korean companies on issues related to provision of
telecommunications services on wireless data
transfer networks;

We offer a full range of legal services to assist and
advise our clients.



Advising a European telecommunications company
on matters related to operation of data transmission
networks and on cooperation between data
transmission networks operators;



Advising a leading Chinese telecommunications
company on the use of devices for cryptographic
protection of information by operators of data
transmission networks;



Advising Uzbekenergo CJSC on designing
telecommunications networks (data transmission,
radio and telephone communications) in the
construction of the steam and gas unit at Syrdarya
thermal power plant;



Advising an Israeli company on matters related to
construction, installation and use of data
transmission antennas for mobile network phone
operators.

Our high level of performance and acknow ledgement
by our clients is confirmed by high ratings in
respectable publications such as the The Legal 500,
Chambers Global, Chambers Asia-Pacific, IFLR1000,
Who's Who Legal, Asia Law Profiles.
Combining the strength of all our industry sectors we
have created what we believe is a leading practice for
assisting in establishing a strong legal presence and
further support in the Telecommunication business.
We have established a true partnership with team spirit,
creativity and youthful energy that gives us a unique
style of working. Constant self-improvement and focus
on cost effective success are the basis for our team
development strategy. Our team consists of more than
250 highly qualified lawyers, who can resolve legal
issues quickly and skilfully, no matter how complex the
issue might be.
We are keen to assist our clients in controlling their
expenditures in a complex economic environment, and
always try to add maximum value to our advice.
A reasonable pricing policy allows our customers to
obtain quality services at a reasonable price.
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